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The biggest dream of any audio designer can be to blend in the extension of his box speakers with
the vibrant punch which offers purity as well as quality, even at the higher frequencies. It is
important to know however which speakers can do wonders for you. Yes, the hybrid speakers are
prevalent even today, but they might not align very well with the demands of todayâ€™s audio
designers. So, the latest version of the speakers that can work amazingly well is called the
Innersound speakers. The Eros Innersound speakers do solve the integration issue because it
offers you two energetic drivers!

The Innersound ESL comes with certain features such as clean, pure, sweet-sounding and most of
all, amazing stereo-imaging performance. It is a hybrid, but t promises to stay for much longer time
than you think! What makes the Eros Innersound speakers stand apart from the crowd is its design.
First of all, there is box woofer that can be called the transmission-line design. It is absolutely non-
resonant, very clean and clear and also precise. The second important thing that makes it stand
apart in designing is the crossover rising from within the box till the electrostat, which is much higher
in comparison to the usual. At approximately 450 Hz, Innersound ESL offers steep slopes, to be
exact- 24 dB/octave. Unlike other kinds of eletcrostat speakers, Innersound speakers have its
crossover point at a higher position and this means that room interaction of the dipole and the
demarcation against the room modes does not have a difference. Another point that should be
noted is that electrostatic element is not to be operated down into that area where its dipole
cancellation can be a huge problem. 

Basically these Innersound Speakers are absolutely bi-amplified system and the price at which it is
offered also includes woofer unitâ€™s in-built amplifier and other electronic crossover. The woofer level
is adjustable and this means it can be easily accommodated or adjusted. Basically, sound is the
main priority or concern here and so, talking about the bass, it is really clear, reasonably extended
as well as precise. You will find enough extensions for the orchestral kind of music. Also, the bass
comes out with ease and is totally smooth, non-resonant and clear. Talking about the midrange,
here too you can find well-integrated, smooth as well as largely uncolored sound. Innersound ESL
only offers a bit of height sensitivity which can arise because of interaction between the electrostatic
element as well as the woofer. However, if you are using it at the usual heights, everything will be
absolutely fantastic!

It can be said that the Innersound ESL can produce amazingly great sound quality. It is actually a
real deal! Perhaps, so far, Eros Innersound Speakers can only be ranked higher than any other
speakers, in terms of sound quality as well the reasonable price. It can truly be called a wonderful
and promising deal that can help audio designers in setting up a music system as they want!
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